OneCNCXR8
OneCNC Development has released a major upgrade to the OneCNC CAD-CAM Products.
OneCNC XR8 contains a massive improvement in software programming engineering which we have
used to introduce new features and improvements to assist in moving to the Industry 4.0 global trend
and provide a continuing path for future OneCNC development.
OneCNC is addressing the emerging shift in manufacturing towards Industry 4.0 and to ensure that
OneCNC’s present users can merge into these goals and assist OneCNC in creating sales growth.
OneCNCXR8 release commences address these important goals to ensure that OneCNC users have
robust data gathering and processing ability of that data. OneCNC users will be provided with the tools
to become increasingly efficient so that the manufacturing ability continues to improve over time in
adapting to Industry 4.0. OneCNCXR8 is addressing features and improvements and combining them in
this important release.
Connectivity has been advanced and improved by way of improved translators that address the latest
STEP IGES Parasolid SlDPRT SAT 3DM and VADFS to suit Solidworks Inventor Rhino3D Ironcad and
Spaceclaim well as others. All of these updated digital processes are necessary to ensure connectivity
that comes with Industry 4.0.
Drafting and modelling of component designs in OneCNC have had significant improvement. The
automation of part drawings from 3D models was re-engineered to provide the results required for
working in this environment of MBD. Filleting of models has been improved to support many more
cases found in hybrid modelling. The models and or surfaces are now DA (data aware) which means all
edges information is available real-time through verify data. This eliminates the need to extract edges
to verify values. Models and or surfaces information is now digitally saved within the file which means
much faster loading of these files. Files that were not created in OneCNC once saved for the first time
will then be also be digitally saved for faster loading.
Advanced Toolpaths are being continually developed at OneCNC to improve the software’s
functionality with each release and during the version life. Emphasis is on “smart” such as our dynamic
high speed are a big step up. With dynamic motion, the angle of tool engagement constantly changes
to keep a consistent, optimal chip load on the tool and more of flute length can be used. With 2D
cutting and 3D roughing, for example, machine time can be cut by 75% or more. Tool life can increase
due to automated feed rate control consistency and the smooth motion is easier on the machine.
Pocketing functionality as well as 3D roughing has been reworked to give greater efficiency and ability
and control over the finishing tolerances collision control and pattern styles. With advances in
pocketing comes the ability to use tool cutter compensation control because island avoidance and
collision control is now a feature in the toolpath roughing and finishing processing.
Another exciting advancement is a technique known as accelerated 3D finishing using smaller tools to
finish filleted areas or valleys in 3D model shapes allowing larger tools to be used for the main area
machining to greatly reduce machining times. This feature combined with the new area machining
functionality saves time on parts with complex geometries. New support for tools such as Tapered
Endmills and Tapered with tipped radius are supported in 2D and 3D Z level roughing and finishing.
These new tools required development of toolpath motion to accommodate these tools shapes.
OneCNC Lathe functionality has gained many new features in this upgrade from the use of “Smarts”
within the wizard functions to give better control and flexibility creating toolpaths to better handling of
all tool types.

OneCNCXR8 Toolpath development took into account many customer requests from shop floor level
and customer discussions at trade shows as well as general customer support generated new ideas that
were addressed in the release.
The future of OneCNC development looks bright and exciting. There have been many technological
advances in this upgrade and the onset of Industry 4.0 is fascinating. It is essentially a digital thread,
from start to finish, from the concept to the output. No one company or manufacturer encompasses all
of what Industry 4.0 is and does however OneCNC has been developing many pieces needed to make
Industry 4.0 effective and practical in CAD/CAM and CNC environment.

CAD Functionality
Data Aware
Models and surfaces are now data aware in OneCNCXR8. This applies to models created in OneCNC or
models imported from another CAD. Previous versions of OneCNC required the model or surfaces
edges to be extracted to geometry so that the verify function could be used on the geometry.

Pages Views
The automatic view creation in the OneCNC Pages function. Has new capabilities.
This Pages function has been further developed to handle complex models together with the hidden
detail.

File Loading
Models created in OneCNCXR8 are now much faster to load. Models created in another CAD and
imported into OneCNC are now also much faster to load once they are imported. This is particularly
noticeable on larger files.
Dimensions 3D
Dimensions in 3D have had some enhancement in readiness for the MBD development phase which is
more used in the Industry 4.0. This is part of the ongoing development for Industry 4.0

Modelling
The core part of OneCNC modelling has had many refinements and some of these refinements have
meant that some of the filleting cases that can be encountered now include some cases that were not
available previously. This assists the modelling of complex models and can save creating subtracting
models to create fillets in difficult areas.

Another case in filleting

Drawing
New function for dimensioning end points. This new function allows for easier dimensioning of end
points.

This function helps in dimensioning in 3D

PDF Drawing Output
A new function is now available for saving OneCNC Drawing files as PDF for issuing to customers.
This is an easier method for customers to read the OneCNC files. This function allows for printing of the
PDF files for both Models and geometry.
OneCNC Translators
The OneCNC translators have all been updated to the latest reports as well as the latest standards.
STEP
IGES
Parasolid
SAT
VADFS
Solidworks
Rhino
DXF
DWG

CAM Functionality
Milling Functions
Multiple Pockets Previously Selected
OneXR8 now has the ability to automatically process “closed” pocket geometries selected by window
or select all etc. It is just a matter of selecting the boundaries and islands prior to selecting the Pocket
function. This only applies to closed boundaries. This can save users time by being able to select by
region (window) instead of processing each pocket separately. Another situation is if the pocket
boundary has many islands it can save time by not having to select them individually.

This new functionality applies to all Closed pocket styles of Highspeed Traditional and Zig Zag.
This also applies to closed pockets that may have the requirement for a selected start position however
in this case the start position is not preselected but selected in the process of the pocket at selection
time.
Traditional Pocket Style
Traditional pocket select start point
In OneCNCXR8 you can select a start point of the helix or plunge entry point of the pocket

Traditional Pocket Bottom finish amount
In OneCNCXR8 Traditional Pocket you can select a finish amount for the last finish cut or can be used as
a just the last pass amount in a roughing only pocket.
Traditional Pocket bottom finish style
In OneCNCXR8 Pocket function you can select a different finish pattern for the last finish cut as an
alternative to the pocket roughing style used. Traditional style roughing has a choice of traditional or
Zig Zag styles for the finish

Traditional Pocket Bottom Finish Feed control
The Bottom finish style Feed and Speed can be controlled as a percentage of the initial feed and speed.

Traditional Pocket Profile Finish with Machine Compensation
OneCNCXR8 has new ability to finish profile machining the boundary with machine tool compensation.
This is in addition to the automatic, closer and away styles of tool compensation.
This new machine control tool compensation also takes into consideration and detection of islands and
or pocket wall taper and if there is interference automatically avoids the area that is not possible to
finish due to the size of the tool used.

Traditional Pocket Collision Control
OneCNCXR8 has collision control that also supports full machine cutter compensation. If cutter
compensation is used OneCNC calculates its own entry and exit point for the finishing of the wall
profile and places it in an area where it can fit.

High Speed Pocket Style
High speed style pocket you can select a start point of the helix or the plunge as in XR7. Now in XR8
there is a choice of finishing styles that also includes separate finishing style but only the finishing style
uses the start point and the finish small amount uses a plunge entry.

High Speed Pocket Bottom Finish Amount
OneCNCXR8 High Speed pocket you can now specify a last cut finish amount.

High Speed Pocket bottom finish style
High Speed Pocket you can select a different style for the last finish cut. High Speed style roughing has
a choice of Highspeed Closed Centre Optimised Closed, Traditional and Zig Zag styles for the finish.

Highspeed Pocket Bottom Finish Feed control
The Bottom finish style Feed and Speed can be controlled as a percentage of the initial feed and speed.

High Speed Pocket Profile Finish with Machine Compensation
Highspeed Pocket has new ability to finish profile machining the boundary with machine tool
compensation. This is in addition to the automatic, closer and away styles of tool compensation.
This new machine control tool compensation also takes into consideration and detection of islands and
or pocket wall taper and if there is interference automatically profiles the area that is possible.

Highspeed Pocket Collision Control
OneCNCXR8 has collision control that also supports full machine cutter compensation. If cutter
compensation is used OneCNC calculates its own entry and exit point for the finishing of the wall
profile.

Z Level Tapered Cutter Support
Tapered end mills as well as tapered end mills with tip radius are supported in Profiling 2D roughing
and finishing as well as 3 D roughing and finishing with full simulation.

Z Level Finishing using tapered cutter
Tapered Cutters are now used in Z level finish of tapered wall areas as well as finishing in 2D pocket
wall finishing and Profile function.

Tapered end mills tools are also supported in 5 Axis swarf machining.

Valley Machining 3D
Valley machining is a new 3 axis machining function that enables smaller ball mills to be used in filleted
or valley areas. This allows larger tools to be used for the roughing and finishing then using Valley
Machining to finish machine the valleys or fillet areas

Valley machining 3D 5 Axis Positional
Valley Machining is also a new 5 Axis positional function. Valley machining is a new 5 axis positional
machining function that enables smaller ball mills to be used in filleted or valley areas. This allows
larger tools to be used for the roughing and finishing then using Valley Machining to finish machine the
valleys or fillet areas.

Valley Machining 5 axis Simultaneous
This is a totally new function for 5 axis simultaneous machining.

This function assists in saving a huge amount of finishing time by allowing larger tools to be used for
the main area of finishing then finishing the valleys and fillet areas with smaller ball mills that fit within
the valleys and fillets using the Valley Machining function.
Area Machining
The Area Machining function has been further developed and handles far greater ranges of uses.

Constant Offset Machining
Constant offset machining has been further developed to handle faces and complex parts better

Lathe Functions
Lathe now has full tip and tool holder collision control

Special care required for setting tools and holders
If you are using lathe tool and collision checking special care needs to be taken to ensure that the
holder being used in OneCNC Lathe is the same holder definition that is being used in the lathe turret.
In OneCNC all the tool holders are modelled directly from the entered user data.
Because of the collision accuracy the dimensions of the holder should be larger rather than smaller
when entering the values in the tool library of OneCNC.
Custom tool holders can be used by displaying the tip only by turning off the shank and holder collision
setting. If you are using holders that have not been checked with what is in the lathe turret the collision
checking of the holders should be turned off and extra care taken visually to know that settings are
suitable.

Lathe Simulation Functions
Lathe simulation has new functionality and features.
The tool holders are now displayed as they really are for Right and Left.
The holder can then be transparent to see the tip shape fully.

The transparency allows the tip to be seen clearly even on the other side of the tool holder.

The Lathe simulation also has a 2d Stock Model as an added choice of viewing.

Simulation Preview 2D View by default
When the preview is activated it is by default 2 D but the view functionality can be used to rotate to 3D
or other views.

Lathe Tool Holders and Tips Angle
Lathe Tool Holder Angle
Lathe tool holder angles are supported in OneCNCXR8 in the tool file and provision is made to pass this
to the post for those that have B axis module and the suitable machine

This angle can be posted for B axis or other style machines.

Lathe Smart Boundary
OneCNCXR8 Supports SM “smart Boundary” which means that it provides ability to machine rough and
finish from the boundary shape for forgings and or castings removing considerable “air cutting time”.

This is just a matter of making the boundary connect to the start and end of the chain boundary and
selecting this in accordance with the message instruction at the bottom of the screen
Lathe Tool File Expanded
The OneCNCXR8 Lathe Tool file selection of tips and holders has been expanded to handle most if not
all holders and tip shapes and sizes.

Lathe Supports Sandvik Prime Tool Holders and Tips

Tool Cut Direction Control Turn Face
In OneCNC direction control is automatically set at the control of the selection arrow when selecting
the geometry. The directional control can be changed by un-tagging Auto and selecting the direction
accordingly.
This can be set right to left or left to right in the case of turning

An in the case of Facing Top to Bottom or Bottom to Top

This is particularly handy for Prime Tool Holders and Tips Support

Equal Cut Amount
This is a new setting in lathe to equalise the cut depth from the depth entered.

Retract Clearance
This is a new setting to control the retract clearance especially handy when using boring bars or
restricted areas in turning.

Overlap
This setting controls the finishing of the roughing. When this is tagged at each depth of cut the retract
will finish and make an overlap move to the previous depth to remove cusp material.
If this is untagged it will leave a saw tooth finish on retract instead of overlap machining.

Turn Face 90 Deg tools
This example shows turning with an ISCAR style Turn Groove Tool

This example shows same tool type
This style allows the both sides to be turned with the same tool in the one selection setting.

Same Tool Angled
This example shows same tool with the tool holder angled.
You will notice the undercut whilst turning

Boring with retract
Bore roughing has new control for Retract clearance and direction control to make programming and
verification much easier.

Bore Finishing
Bore finishing with directional control and retract clearance control

Undercut Boring
Undercut boring has new controls with direction and clearances

Lathe closer and away Finishing
For the users that were used to using other CAM that had closer and away settings this is now added to
OneCNCXR7.

Lathe Finish Direction Control
Direction control is provided in finishing to control the direction especially handy for Prime Tool
Holders and Tips.
Vertical movement may be “top down” and the horizontal could be “right to left” as an example

Smart Finish Boundary
Smart finish similar to smart roughing is provided with boundary control
Smart finish also has a boundary clearance value for clearance control

Lathe Grooving Functionality
Lathe grooving has many new controls over direction clearance and retracts.

Standard Groove Positive

Standard Groove Negative

Standard Groove Bi-Directional

Turn Groove Positive

Turn Groove Negative

Turn Groove B-Directional

Parting Function
Parting function has new control over the speed of the “part off” to provide a slowing of the feed and
speed during the final part-off process.

Summary

In summary these are the “major functionality features” that are included in the release of the
OneCNCXR8 version.
There are a larger number of internal core changes to the OneCNCXR8 which are more evident in the
use of the software rather than by explanation.
Our internal tests for example show that a submitted support file for a traditional pocket toolpath
takes a time of 18 minutes in previous OneCNC version now takes 16 seconds to calculate the same
toolpath. This is due to changes made that allows the greater use of multi-core PC’s using multithreading. These same benefits will be evident in many other functions when using the software.

